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nVision turns discovery into a predictable business process. One monthly subscription-based 

fee includes a variety or mix of services such as:

• Processing, ECA, Hosting and Productions

• User Support

• Project Management

• Analytics

• Dashboard

• Program Management 

• Reporting 

nVision solves the problem of the unpredictable cost of discovery in the legal process, and 

instead creates a steady monthly cost that is able to be budgeted by internal legal ops groups 

and offers a defensible and demonstrable savings over market volatility, while reducing risk 
and implementing controls necessary to retain knowledge based legal data assets.

HaystackID turns discovery into a predictable business process with nVision. 

With no upfront cost for hardware or software. We will work with your legal team to identify 

your discovery needs and will create a discovery management program that works best for 

your company. We give you access to a Relativity environment that’s preconfigured and ready 
for use, with access to the additional application you desire such as Brainspace, and Nuix. The 

client can control user groups, workspaces, coding forms, review batches and security or we 

can do it for them. Each subscription is customized, and costs are tiered based on  the client’s 

unique needs.

nVision®
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Contact us today to learn how HaystackID’s Enterprise Managed Solutions nVision Discovery 

Program can help you manage your enterprise legal data and operational initiatives.

Learn More. Today.

HaystackID is a specialized eDiscovery services firm that helps corporations and law firms 
find, understand, and learn from data when they face complex, data-intensive investigations 
and litigation. With an earned reputation for mobilizing industry-leading computer forensics, 

eDiscovery, and attorney document review experts, our Forensics First, Early Case Insight, and 

ReviewRight services augmented by our Cybersecurity Consulting and Enterprise Managed 

Solutions, accelerate and deliver quality outcomes at a fair and predictable price. 

HaystackID serves more than 500 of the world’s leading corporations and law firms from North 
American and European locations. Our combination of expertise and technical excellence, 

coupled with a culture of white glove customer service, makes us the alternative legal services 

provider that is big enough to matter but small enough to care. Learn more at HaystackID.com.

About HaystackID

https://haystackid.com/contact-us/
https://haystackid.com/contact-us/

